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A Message from The Good Friends of
Jackson Elias

A Message from the A Weekend With
Good Friends Team

Thank you for choosing to offer games for the August 2021 A
WeekendWith Good Friends. Without our volunteer Game
Masters the convention would not happen.

The online convention will run from Friday, August 20 thru
Sunday, August 22. Game slots are four hours long and are
detailed below.

Should you require assistance at any point in the convention
please do not hesitate to contact the convention staff by
mentioning the @Convention Staff role of the Discord, by
email at a-weekend-with-good-friends-
staff@googlegroups.com, or by visiting the #awwgf-help
channel and clicking the “Open a GM help ticket” button.
The Convention Staff will be happy to answer any questions
you may have. There are no stupid questions.

Please review the AWeekendWith Good Friends
Harassment and Inappropriate Behavior Policy on the
following page.

AWeekendWith Good Friends will be managed and run
from The Good Friends of Jackson Elias Discord server. If
you have not yet joined the Discord, you may do so at https:/
/discord.gg/GoodFriendsofJE. Once joined please visit the
#awwgf-info channel for any important information relevant
to the convention.

Hello and welcome to AWeekendWith Good Friends, an
increasingly regular convention about trying new games,
meeting cool people, and horror gaming in general!

For those of you new to AWWGF, this is the gaming
convention organised by the wonderful listeners of The
Good Friends of Jackson Elias podcast. While Matt, Paul and
I may pop in to run the occasional game or chat with
everyone on the Discord server, we are merely enthusiastic
supporters of the great work done by the people who
actually put the con together. We would like to take this
opportunity to thank Bence, Chris, Martin, Wizard, Michael,
John, GraveJones, Nicky and Max for bringing the
convention to life, and Orbital Axolotl for getting the whole
thing going in the first place.

It has been a delight to see AWWGF grow so quickly in its
short life. From the outset, the con fostered a real sense of
community, with new friends gathering in the bar text and
voice channels after games, getting to know each other. In
some ways, that first convention has never really ended, with
regular games, story readings and voice chats becoming
fixtures of the Discord. If this is your first time at the con, we
heartily recommend sticking around after the virtual dust
has settled and joining the ongoing fun.

And, of course, we would also like to thank you for signing
up for AWeekendWith Good Friends and maybe offering
some games. We wish you a weekend of adventure, terror
and great fun!

- Scott Dorward
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The Rules

1. No hate speech or bigotry. This should be pretty self-
explanatory. This convention is a welcoming space and no
bigotry of any kind is welcome.
a. In-character bigotry. In-character bigotry is NOT

tolerated either. If you are using period games or
characters as a shield to protect yourself from criticism
for your language you are not welcome. GMs may
negotiate some exceptions to this rule if the game
requires it and it is handled tastefully and with the
consent of all players (eg Harlem Unbound requires
some elements of this).

b. Pronouns. Pronouns are not ‘preferred’ — they are
mandatory. If someone requests that you use their
pronouns, you are to do so. Intentionally misgendering
(using they/them can be misgendering) or avoiding
pronouns is not acceptable. Accidents do happen, but
you must make an effort.

2. No harassment or threats. This should be obvious.
Respect people’s privacy; do not DM them without
permission; don’t message anything creepy or sexual; no
doxing people; don’t threaten to do any of these things.

3. Be polite to others!
4. Mature content. The convention is not strictly over 18 and

as such we recommend that if your game contains any
mature content you mark it as an 18+ game and provide
content warnings. This is especially true for any sexual
content. Running any games with more than a few light
references in the presence of a minor will be taken very
seriously.

5. It is against convention policy to stream games.
6. AWeekendWith Good Friends is run on a strictly

volunteer basis. If anyone requests renumeration of any
sort please immediately contact Convention Staff.

A Weekend With Good Friends
Harassment and Inappropriate Behavior

Policy

A Note on Free Speech

It is important to note that the protection of free speech
applies only to the government. They cannot legally censor
you for what you say. This convention is not a government
department and so freedom of speech does not protect you
from being banned from the convention if you break the
preceding rules.

Roleplaying Safety Tools

The convention recommends the use of roleplaying safety
tools when appropriate. The only required safety tool
required by the convention is for games to follow a “open
table” policy. Please see the following page for a discussion
of roleplaying safety tools.

What should I do if I see or experience
inappropriate behavior?

Please report it to the Convention Staff (@Convention Staff)
as soon as possible, you can DM us or if you wish to stay
anonymous use this Google Form https://forms.gle/
uimaQzsqKXZEZFiv8.

https://forms.gle/uimaQzsqKXZEZFiv8
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What Are Roleplaying Safety Tools?

Roleplaying Safety Tools are a means to help facilitate
communication between GMs and players and amongst
players to ensure that everyone involved continues to enjoy
the game and that topics that may be traumatic or sensitive
for an individual are handled with the appropriate level of
care.

The Open Table

Players may leave the game at any time without question if
the content makes them uncomfortable. They do not need
to provide an explanation. This is the only safety tool
mandated by the convention.

Content Warnings

If you know for certain that extreme or controversial content
is going to come up in your game, it’s a good idea to provide
an upfront warning so people don’t sign up and then decide
the content isn’t for them. For example, if I were running
Monsterhearts, I would provide the disclaimer “Contains
mature sexual themes” so anyone who doesn’t want that in
their games would know to stay away.

Lines and Veils

Lines and Veils are terms used to convey the limits of the
game. They might include subject matter that participants
find objectionable or traumatic and do not wish to interact
with.

Lines are themes or elements that a participant wishes to be
off-limits entirely. When you establish a line that content
does not come up in the game no matter what.

Veils are themes or elements that a participant does not wish
to interact with directly but can be alluded to. Typically ,
veiled material is only implied or very briefly mentioned
and immediately cut away from by the GM.

It’s a good idea to establish some ahead of time, but you can
also come up with new ones during the game. As a GM I find
it is useful to come with some of your own to prompt others
ideas and then have them send them to you privately. For
example, I might say “I have a line on sexual assault, that
theme will not come up in the game, and I draw a veil over
consensual sex so things don’t get too gross; do you have
any?” and then prompt them to message me privately.

The X-Card

The X card is a safety tool that is traditionally a piece of
cardboard with an X on it where at any point in the game
any player or GMmay tap the card to indicate they are
uncomfortable with what is happening and to skip it. This
provides some challenges online but some options include
sending just the letter X in chat, or setting up a card on a
virtual tabletop if you’re using one of them.

Additional safety tools exist. If you would like to learn more,
the TTRPG Safety Toolkit available at https://
drive.google.com/file/d/1LI-
Q83byzDxJudkK49s4raaff5WH1QF5/view?usp=sharing is an
excellent resource.

Roleplaying Safety Tools
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Signing Up to Run Games Maximize the Impact of Your Game
Submission

Game submissions are handled through a webform located
at https://blasphemoustomes.com/awwgf-gm-signup/. The
primary purpose of the game submission process is to
ensure that the Convention Staff has all of the necessary
information needed to present to players so they can make
their selections during player signups.

If you wish to see what other games are being offered during
a given game slot you may do so at https://docs.google.com/
spreadsheets/d/
1IEYlxPzwpveGut2vJpfCy8WRZN5CpGd6_Pio3FFrlFQ/
edit?usp=sharing. Please note that this list is maintained by
hand and games may not appear immediately.

When reviewing your game submissions to prepare player
information the Convention Staff reach out to you if there
are any points in your submission that need clarification.
Please ensure that the submissions you are making are for
the games you intend to run yourself. If you would like to
submit games on behalf of an organization or another user
please contact the Convention Staff and they will work with
you to get your games listed.

The standard game slot for AWeekendWith Good Friends
runs for four hours. If your game will require significantly
more than four hours to run please contact the Convention
Staff to arrange a multi-slot game. Game slots are detailed in
AWeekendWith Good Friends Game Slots.

When setting the maximum number of players for your
game please do so with the expectation that every seat will
be filled and cap the number of players at a level that you are
comfortable running for.

If you should encounter any difficulties while signing up, if
you have any questions about the process, or need to modify
or cancel a game submission please reach out the
Convention Staff, who will be happy to help you with any
issues.

The most impactful part of your submission will be your
game pitch. A good pitch is around one to two paragraphs
which presents players with the main hook of your game, the
setting your game will take place in, and what role the PCs
will play in the game. The following is an example:

Arkham, present day.

Your friend Tina has been researching strange
rumours among the homeless community of
Arkham, stories of doors that open to Hell and
creatures of nightmare that walk the dark corners of
the town. No one took it seriously, including Tina.
Now Tina is late for dinner with you and her phone
is going straight through to voicemail.

Finding Tina again will take you places no sane
mind was ever meant to see – hidden places where
sanity is a dim memory and the way home is filled
with monsters. If you lose yourself in madness too,
who will save you?

The next most impactful thing you can do for promoting
your game is to provide an image to include with your
listing. Games which included images saw higher rates of
player interest in previous conventions.
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A Weekend With Good Friends Game
Slots

The players and Game Masters who participate in A
WeekendWith Good Friends come from all over the world;
because of this the convention’s time slots are aligned with
the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) timezone. The
following tables detail the times of the game slots as well as
providing a handful of converted times.

For your convenience, you can click on the game slot names
to be linked to an external timezone converter which will
attempt to convert to your local timezone based on your IP
address. This converter also contains links to add calendar
events on most major platforms.

An important note for our Game Masters in the United
Kingdom: As the UK is currently on British Summer Time
(BST), your time is one hour ahead of UTC.

Slot UTC+0 BST (UTC+1) EDT (UTC-4) AEST (UTC+10)
Slot 1 00:30 - 04:30 01:30 - 05:30 20:30 - 00:30 10:30 - 14:30
Break 1 04:30 - 05:00 05:30 - 06:00 00:30 - 01:00 14:30 - 15:00
Slot 2 05:00 - 09:00 06:00 - 10:00 01:00 - 05:00 15:00 - 19:00
Break 2 09:00 - 10:00 10:00 - 11:00 05:00 - 06:00 19:00 - 20:00
Slot 3 10:00 - 14:00 11:00 - 15:00 06:00 - 10:00 20:00 - 24:00
Break 3 14:00 - 15:00 15:00 - 16:00 10:00 - 11:00 00:00 - 01:00
Slot 4 15:00 - 19:00 16:00 - 20:00 11:00 - 15:00 01:00 - 05:00
Break 4 19:00 - 20:00 20:00 - 21:00 15:00 - 16:00 05:00 - 06:00
Slot 5 20:00 - 24:00 21:00 - 01:00 16:00 - 20:00 06:00 - 10:00
Break 5 00:00 - 00:30 01:00 - 01:30 20:00 - 20:30 10:00 - 10:30

Friday, August 20

Slot UTC+0 BST (UTC+1) EDT (UTC-4) AEST (UTC+10)
Slot 6 00:30 - 04:30 01:30 - 05:30 20:30 - 00:30 10:30 - 14:30
Break 1 04:30 - 05:00 05:30 - 06:00 00:30 - 01:00 14:30 - 15:00
Slot 7 05:00 - 09:00 06:00 - 10:00 01:00 - 05:00 15:00 - 19:00
Break 2 09:00 - 10:00 10:00 - 11:00 05:00 - 06:00 19:00 - 20:00
Slot 8 10:00 - 14:00 11:00 - 15:00 06:00 - 10:00 20:00 - 24:00
Break 3 14:00 - 15:00 15:00 - 16:00 10:00 - 11:00 00:00 - 01:00
Slot 9 15:00 - 19:00 16:00 - 20:00 11:00 - 15:00 01:00 - 05:00
Break 4 19:00 - 20:00 20:00 - 21:00 15:00 - 16:00 05:00 - 06:00
Slot 10 20:00 - 24:00 21:00 - 01:00 16:00 - 20:00 06:00 - 10:00
Break 5 00:00 - 00:30 01:00 - 01:30 20:00 - 20:30 10:00 - 10:30

Saturday, August 21

Slot UTC+0 BST (UTC+1) EDT (UTC-4) AEST (UTC+10)
Slot 11 00:30 - 04:30 01:30 - 05:30 20:30 - 00:30 10:30 - 14:30
Break 1 04:30 - 05:00 05:30 - 06:00 00:30 - 01:00 14:30 - 15:00
Slot 12 05:00 - 09:00 06:00 - 10:00 01:00 - 05:00 15:00 - 19:00
Break 2 09:00 - 10:00 10:00 - 11:00 05:00 - 06:00 19:00 - 20:00
Slot 13 10:00 - 14:00 11:00 - 15:00 06:00 - 10:00 20:00 - 24:00
Break 3 14:00 - 15:00 15:00 - 16:00 10:00 - 11:00 00:00 - 01:00
Slot 14 15:00 - 19:00 16:00 - 20:00 11:00 - 15:00 01:00 - 05:00
Break 4 19:00 - 20:00 20:00 - 21:00 15:00 - 16:00 05:00 - 06:00
Slot 15 20:00 - 24:00 21:00 - 01:00 16:00 - 20:00 06:00 - 10:00

Sunday, August 22

Game starting previous day
Game same day
Game starting/ending next day
Break same day
Break starting/ending next day

Game starting previous day
Game same day
Game starting/ending next day
Break same day
Break starting/ending next day
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After the Submission

After submitting your game Convention Staff will enter its
information into the player signup system and the A
WeekendWith Good Friends August 2021 Player’s
Handbook.

Player signups will run from August 6 through August 13.
Game Masters are encouraged to signup for any games they
might be interested in playing in which do not conflict with
their own offerings. AWeekendWith Good Friends uses a
lottery system to assign players to games. As a way of
thanking our Game Masters we provide a special GM only
pass in the lottery process. All GMs who have signed up for
games will have their names put in a (virtual) hat from which
names will be drawn one at a time. When a given GM’s
name is drawn, their list of prioritized games will be
checked, starting with the highest ranked game. If no GMs
have been assigned to that game, the drawn GMwill be
assigned and have their name placed in the general drawing
hat (again, virtual). If a GM has already been assigned to the
game in question the lottery process will check the next
highest rated game for an available GM seat. This will repeat
until the drawn GM has either been assigned a game or their
list has been exhausted. An important difference between
the GM only round and the general rounds is that during the
GM round waitlists are not used so that GMs will have a
chance to be added to games during the general rounds. For
details on the general rounds, please refer to the AWeekend
With Good Friends August 2021 Player’s Handbook.

The lottery results will be announced on August 16. GMs
should reach out and contact their players by the end of
August 18. Important details to confirm with your players
are the details of the various platforms you intend to use
when running your game, any pre-game handouts or
character decisions you feel are needed, and determining if
players have hard stops to their game times or if games can

spill over if needed. If a player has not responded by August
19 please contact Convention Staff and an alternate player
will be arranged.

It is not uncommon for players to drop between the
announcement of lottery results and the start of the
convention. If players drop before the start of the first game
slot on August 20, the Convention Staff will first try to fill the
seat before opening the seat up to the server at large on a
first-come-first-served basis. After the convention has
started all seats that open will be filled on a first-come-first-
served basis only.

If a player does not appear online and hasn’t at least
contacted you within five minutes of your game starting
please contact Convention Staff so that we may try to get an
alternate player arranged without delaying your game for
too long.
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